The method of neural networks (NN) is applied to search for Z ′ −boson in e + e − → e + e − scattering process. The data set of the OPAL collaboration is used and reduced by 20 percent. This gives a more strong constraint upon the parameters of the Z ′ derived already in [1] within analysis of the total data set of LEP collaborations.
Introduction
Search for deviations from the standard model (SM) due to particle with masses much more heavier than the masses of W -Z-bosons is an interesting problem of high energy physics. Z ′ -boson enters many models extending the SM [4] . Several different methods were developed to search for this particle as a virtual state.
The results of the papers [1, 2] were a starting point for the present investigation. These papers used the method of the effective Lagrangian for light SM particles. It is generated by contributions from heavy virtual particles. The effective Lagrangian is built as the sum of interaction amplitudes for the SM particles in the initial and final states at low external momenta p ext :
If we use this definition, the heavy particle contributions to the amplitudes T j enter into the expression as an operators O j,d composed of SM fields, their derivatives and masses of the dimensionality d, which is suppressed by the corresponding power of the heavy mass Λ:
The amplitudes T
SM j
are obtained in the SM framework , and T Λ j describe deviations from the SM by taking into account heavy virtual particles.
The dimensionless parameters α j,d characterize heavy particle physics. They are model dependent and expressed using dimensionless coupling constants. They have to be dependent, if new theory is supposed to be renormalizable and free from anomalies.
In Refs. [1, 2] the correlations between α j,d were derived. These constraints follow due to the requirement of renormalizability of an underlying model. Technically this means that a renormalization group (RG) equation for the effective Lagrangian (EL) exists.
Examining the processes e + e − → l + l − , q + q − [5] (where l presents any of leptons e, µ, τ , q -quarks q,q), the relations between interaction parameters of Abelian Z ′ -boson with other particles were obtained: Note that these relations hold for the most popular models extending SM.
As it follows from RG equation, interaction of Abelian Z ′ -boson with axial-vector fermion currents has absolute value which is proportional to interaction of Z ′ -boson with scalar doublet. So a short notation is used:
Due to RG equations a number of independent parameters of new physics is reduced. This is very important. And this was used to find a Z ′ -boson signal from data set, which was received from experiments LEP, LEP 2.
The leading-order differential cross-section of the Bhabha process depends on five different combinations of
e , a e v e , a eỸφ , v eỸφ . Taking into account these correlations reduces them to three actual parameters a 2 e , v 2 e , a e v e . [2] But the factors at a 2 e and v 2 e are dominant, so the differential cross-section is a two-parametric function with a high accuracy [1] .
The deviation of the cross-section from the SM cross-section reads,
F a and F v depend on SM couplings, then it is not difficult to estimate them.
The aim of Refs. [1, 2] was to obtain the constraint onā andv and hence the mass of Z ′ . However, the lack of experimental data does not allow to estimate precise value. The data from OPAL and L3 collaborations show positive values ofv at 2σ CL andā at 1σ CL [1] 2 Neural network predictions It is interesting to apply the method of neural networks to improve constraints onv 2 andā 2 . In this paper the OPAL collaboration data [6] were treated. They form a set of differential cross-sections and their uncertainties for energies in the center of mass (189, 192, 196, 200, 202, 205 and 207 GeV).
The full 4π angle is divided into bins, where the detectors are placed. For every bin a differential cross-section and an uncertainty is given.
In order to use these data in our analysis, we have to subtract the SM differential cross-section from the given one in [6] .
In this way we obtain data consisting of:
1. scattering sector(bin).
∆ dσ dz
-deviation of the cross-section from the SM.
3. ε -uncertainty.
A general picture of the data is shown in the figure 1. As it is seen, this is a set of segments determining the value of the cross-section with its uncertainty. To obtain a more strict constraint onā 2 andv 2 , we have to decrease the length of these segments. For this purpose the neural networks are used. At first, the networks were trained to recognize signal and background. The signal is a set of deviations of differential cross-section from SM for Bhabha process with the virtual Z ′ -boson accounted for as the only additional virtual state. They were calculated at 0.25 × 10 −4 ≤v 2 ≤ 4 × 10 −4 and 0.25 × 10 −4 ≤ā 2 ≤ 4 × 10 −4 . Such a choice ofv 2 andā 2 is based on th constraints, obtained in [5] .
The deviation from the SM differential cross-section by the value, equal to the doubled uncertainty of its measurement, was set as the background. So, the network was trained to discard data, which correspond to large deviations, but not to discard data corresponding to the probable signal of Z ′ .
To create and train NNs the MLPFit program was used [3] . Three-layer NNs was used, with 2 neurons in input, 10 neurons in hidden and 1 neuron in output layer.
An input vector for the networks consists of the scattering sector and a differential cross-section for this sector. The training algorithm with back propagation of errors was used. The type of training -with tutor -was applied. After training of the networks an additional program was written to use them for this work purposes.
During processing, the NN discarded all the data that produced less than 0.1 at NN output. After NN processing, the length of segments was decreased. The total decrease of them is about 15-20 percents. A comparative general plot of data set before and after the application of the NN is shown in figure  2 .
Then we have to obtain the mean values ofā 2 andv 2 and uncertainty. The data were analyzed by means of the χ 2 fit. Denoting an observable by σ i , one can construct the χ 2 -function,
where σ exp and δσ are the experimental values and the uncertainties of the observables, and σ th are their theoretical expressions. The sum in Eq.(10) refers to either the data in one specific process or the combined data for several processes. By minimizing the χ 2 -function, the maximal-likelihood estimate for the Z ′ couplings can be derived. The confidence area in the Figure 2 : Plot of e + e − → e + e − process data before and after NN processing. NN cuts the most distant from mean value parts of the segments. General amount of discarded data is about 20 percent.
parameter space (v,ā) corresponding to the probability β can be defined as:
where χ × 10 −4 is obtained from this area. The 95% CL area for data before the NN processing is shown in Figure 4 .
The analysis of the χ 2 -function for theā 2 observable results in χ Figure 5 . To compare results, 95% CL area for data before NN processing is shown on Figure 6 . As one can see, the zero point ofā is inside the confidence area. So we are able to obtain only an upper limit on its valueā 2 ≤ 0.94 × 10 −4 at the 2σ CL.
To constrain the value of Z ′ mass by the derived bounds on the fourfermion couplingsv 2 let us assume that the couplingḡ is of the order of the SM gauge couplings,ḡ 2 /(4π) ≃ 0.01 − 0.03. Then the obtained valuev In Ref.
[1] the valuev 2 = 1.33 ± 1.14 × 10 −4 was obtained at the 1σ CL.
Discussion
It is shown in fig.2 how NN selects a part of data, which corresponds to the background. We have to point out that NN discards not only background, but signal too. Nevertheless, the discarded signal data are negligibly small as compare to the discarded background ones. We have obtained interesting results due to this property. The obtained values ofā 2 ≤ 0.94 × 10 −4 and Figure 4 : The 95% CL inv −ā plane forv 2 observable. The data of OPAL 189-207 GeV before the the NN processing. ā 2 ≤ 0.94 × 10 −4 are more precise in comparing with obtained in [1] . We expect for a better prediction forv 2 andā 2 values after processing of all LEP 2 data.
We would like to notice that the NN method usually speeds up the processing of large amount of data and improves the accuracy of the values obtaining. For instance, in the paper [7] the usage of NN increased the signal efficiency by about 10% in comparison to standard analysis. 
